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FibreGrid SlipGrip Anti Slip
Roll On Flooring

Our SlipGrip® Anti Slip Roll On Flooring is made from aluminium oxide grit, which makes them long-lasting and 
anti-slip.

There are two finishes – coarse and fine. The choice of which is determined by level of foot traffic. There are also 
two lengths – 1m x 4.5m or 1m x 9.1m; for small or large projects.

Product Description
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Preparation

• Easy application with self-adhesive backing - simply peel back the adhesive backing and roll down onto the 
preferred surface

• Long-lasting due to a strong resin-bonded aluminium oxide anti slip grit
• Water resistant and pressure sensitive
• Compliant with Building Regulations and Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 2005

• Inside or outside applications
• Industrial environments
• Commercial environments
• Domestic environments

Characteristics

Suitable Applications

• Wood
• Concrete
• Stone
• Metal

Suitable Substrates

Surfaces should be clean, dry and smooth. Apply to wood, concrete, metal, tiles, terrazzo.

Priming
If your surface is non-porous and dust free, priming isn’t necessary. However, dusty/porous surfaces should be 
primed with our Anti Slip Tape Primer.

Application

Peel off the backing strip to a length of approximately 50mm, which gives you more control than if you peel off too 
much. Then, firm the product into place with a hand or foot.

Do take care not to stretch the roll.

If you find you’ve made a mistake, don’t worry as this can be peeled off easily immediately after fitting, but ensure 
you do this straight away.

If you are fitting onto surfaces that may get wet, or are likely to experience heavy traffic, then we recommend you 
use our Anti Slip Tape Edge Sealer.

Anti Slip Roll should be fitted as per the instructions provided.
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Anti Slip Tape Primer

This is ideal for porous or dusty surfaces - simply stir and brush on. Coverage is 2-3m² per 500ml. The 
appearance when being applied is milky, but it dries clear (in about one hour at 10-15°C).

Make sure you only apply the primer to areas that the products will cover, otherwise dust could settle on exposed 
primer.

After application, brushes can be washed in water.

Anti Slip Tape Sealer

If you are using the products where moisture could penetrate the tape edge, or in very heavily-trafficked 
areas; we recommend you apply our Anti Slip Tape Sealer. All you need to do is squeeze the sealer from the tube 
around the tape edge, this will give extra protection and increase the tape’s life.

Application

Downtime

Although these products can be walked on immediately, full adhesion takes 24 hours, so please take care with 
them during this period and avoid heavy use.

Storage

Keep the product warm and dry before using.


